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SEX DEMON 
 
Ever since I was a little kid, I have been bombarded with sexual displays on the TV and 
in newspapers, magazines, and any other way that would give access to words and 
photos that contain sexual details, to give outlets for arousal. Now it is a different situation 
to go to the local mall, for clothing stores cater to the least dressed detail, to get young 
men and women entangled with their culture in the way to live.  
 
With women competing, there is a battle between each other. Women want to know who 
shows the best cleavage, wearing the tightest pants and wearing details to cause other 
men to look their way. Then, men will do a competition, where they take their women 
out and make them think they are pretty if they look and act as the cultural leaders. 
 
Here is where I will say that I’m all about feeling pretty and being sex-driven in the 
marriage bed. Here is where I will say, “Men, keep your heart, and look on your own 
woman that you have at home.” How can anyone truly compete with photo enhancers?  
 
How can a Christian woman keep her husband’s attention with a great deal that would 
cause him to fall into spiritual bondage? Should a person think they have to behave as 
the television says will be needed? No, for Jehovah has given a sex book in His Holy Word 
known as the Song of Solomon.  
 
Can sex be pure? It can be when blessed by Jehovah.  
 
The act of sex is not evil, for the Great Way made us to reproduce offspring and enjoy 
each other under the marriage union. There should be freedom in sex with your own 
spouse, where you learn each other’s sexual needs and maintain deep fillings that will 
tame a deep sexual hunger.  
 
How does the sex demon come into play? Sex demons take a holy act and turn it into a 
way that would bring a moving of Satan’s nature into that other person’s life. 
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How can sex change into something that is displeasing to the Great King? It’s revealed in 
the true motive. Here are some points to ponder: Are you committing fornication or 
adultery? Just with those two details, you are following Satan’s sex demon.  
 
Are you in incest, the victim of a sex act? You will not be looked at as if you led it, but 
this way of sexual engagement will have to be broken off by the Great King. 
 
There must be a pure way in the way humans view sex. Television has shifted a sexual 
act to make it as common as putting gasoline in your vehicle or cooking a meal for dinner.  
 
The perception of sex must change, where sex is not seen as “dirty” by Christians, where 
they will properly educate children and young adults concerning God’s design for sex. 
 
The movies or sex acts in magazines should not train our children. There will be curiosity 
in children and a person lacking experience, where they will want to find out more, so 
they will not feel odd about the culture. That’s where church leaders should take on Sex 
Education.  
 
Where is authentic learning? Should not the Church train young men and women to be 
better mentors, parents, and teachers? Shouldn’t the church train young couples about 
how a sexually fulfilled relationship should truly be? But wouldn’t this cause the church 
parts to deal with God that would bring a deep release into the way they operate? And 
with God’s help, churches can have the lead in steering the city. 
 
What about the nation? What if the Church structure groomed all? The Government has 
taken the place of what the Church was created to govern. The Church should be the 
outlet for body, soul, and spirit.  
 
What is the purpose of the Government? To govern different lands. But under what 
authority? The Church? No. A natural leader? No. A charismatic leader who hears from 
the One who created all? No. Then, by what principles should a nation train in governing? 
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The principles in Scripture carry major weight in discerning, training, and within the laws 
of spiritual and natural avenues.  
 
It’s the principles of the Scriptures that should sustain the land. A person may wonder if 
that saying will deal with being under the Old Testament Books. But what if all Books in 
Scripture give insight into governing? Will it change a nation if they choose the way given 
within? There would then be a shift in responsibility, where each person would shift from 
being self-pleasing to esteeming, wanting to build up that way, which will recolonize 
Earth, as was first done with Adam and Eve. 
 
We have the Kingdom, but do we practice it? This discussion has a great deal to do with 
the sex demon. Bringing Kingdom order is “removing its authority and replacing it with 
Kingdom priestly ways that will heal, build up, and restore.”  
 
Valuing yourself will also lead to healthy sex. Eating healthy will give a more pleasing 
option for your love in marriage. But beyond the natural engagement of sex is a spiritual 
soul tie that stays till broken; for each person you connect with in this way, it will be a 
real bonding with you.  
 
Removing all past engagements would require breaking off the old way. “Sex is good,” 
so speaks Jehovah. Pure sex is good. Operating under the Kingdom order produces 
healthy fruit. 
 


